81 suzuki gs450

The GS was a Suzuki motorcycle produced in the early s. Both the Suzukimatic and the
Hondamatic ceased production after the model year. The Suzuki GS is a cc engine street racer
bike that was first created by the Japanese manufacturer Suzuki in direct competition with
Honda 's CM series. It was put into production after its predecessor, the GS , which was
manufactured from , and discontinued when its successor, the GS , entered production from
The GS is considered a standard, a relatively small bike that can be extensively modified to suit
a rider's taste. The specifications of the bike include an 2. Without fluids the bike weighs kg. It is
able to carry kg of rider and luggage. An electric ignition and starter make for easy startup. In
cold weather, this bike takes an extended period of time to warm up, usually less than 90
seconds. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Chain Drive. Service, Repair, Maintenance.
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bike. Offroad capabilities for the Suzuki GS L: You can also compare bikes. The Suzuki GS was
really a on steroids. Though it used the same format as the GS and the interim GS, the GS
engine was new from the crank up. The degree crankshaft was now one piece it was built-up on
the and , and ran on three automotive-style plain bearings instead of balls and rollers as before.
The bore was stretched from 67mm to 71mm, while stroke was shortened from 60mm to Beyond
that, the GS engine was just like earlier versions. A single self-adjusting chain spun two
overhead camshafts, which in turn operated two valves per cylinder, with a 36mm intake and
30mm exhaust. A revised gear-driven engine counter-balancer quelled primary vibration and
rocking forces, and helical primary gears drove a wet multiplate clutch and 6-speed gearbox
with chain final drive. Two 34mm constant velocity Mikuni carbs fed the combustion chambers,
fired by transistorized electronic ignition. The drivetrain slotted into a dual-downtube steel tube
cradle frame with hydraulic front forks and swingarm rear suspension with preload adjustable
shocks. A single-disc front brake and rear drum provided stopping. A cruiser-style GSL
rounded out the lineup. The GS was well-equipped, too. Starting was electric only earlier s and s

had a kickstart lever, as well , the battery fed by a 3-phase alternator. The steering lock was built
into the ignition switch, and a storage bin was hidden in the tail section behind the locking seat;
a helmet lock was also included. The result was a lively performing bike in a lightweight but
sophisticated package. On the strip, the GS ran the quarter in And with fuel consumption in the
mpg range, the GS suited the tough economy of the early s. Throttle transitions were jerky, with
the engine hunting when running on a flat throttle, and this was not helped by excessive
drive-line lash. Aside from the frustrations of driveline lash, lean running and limp suspension
â€” the last two can be easily fixed now, the former by removing shims above the slide needles
for a fatter fuel mixture, the latter with up-rated suspension bits â€” testers found the GS
pleasant enough. Suzuki dropped the sporty GSs after , but kept the cruisers â€” and an
automatic version â€” in its U. Restyled for , the CB gained an extra gear to make six, lost its
kickstarter and replaced 32mm Keihins with 30mm versions â€” though now with an accelerator
pump to fix jerky throttle transitions. Front brake was disc, with a drum rear. They also noted a
few missing conveniences, including the lack of an integrated steering lock and no
self-canceling turn signals. However, compared to the GS, the Seca did things in a much
different way. I bought an 81 S model recently with low miles and spent a month fixing problems
and tweaking performance. There's a screen between the air cleaner element and carbs that was
completely clogged and hard as hell to remove and clean but well worth the trouble. I also
removed the plastic bushing above the needle in each carb, which cured the warmup issue and
helped with low and midrange running. Fortunately, the high RPM range was not affected as
much as I thought it might. The front forks being soft, I replaced the fork oil with 30 weight. Also
added a homemade laminar lip to the cafe fairing, which vastly improved helmet buffeting. An
inch-thick seat cover improved the riding geometry, as the seat is too low in my opinion. Finally,
a stock luggage rack and a small top case. Once I get some decent handling tires, the bike will
be the perfect lightweight daytripper. Thank goodness the previous owners didn't try to cafe
this sleeper classic! Had one. Didn't have the throttle issues but it did take a long time to warm
up. Lovely little bike. I had the cafe model, complete with very functional bar-end mirrors
standard. Not sure I ever made it to the ton. The "bin" in the tail was barely big enough to hold
summer gloves but still handy for small stuff. If you want to turn off the headlights, unscrew the
plastic slider off, trim off the additional plastic that blocks the slot and screw it back on. All they
did to keep the lights on was make a slight change to one plastic molding. Motorcycle Classics
is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers,
newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign
In. Register Today! Image courtesy Suzuki. Image courtesy Yamaha. Continue Reading. Share
your thoughts. Related Content. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Add to cart. Xs Print. Chief
Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the
fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today! Make Suzuki. Model GS. We
have recently completed this build and are hoping to find the next care-taker. She fires right up
as soon as you it the starter button, runs beautifully, charges nicely, goes through all 6 gears
with no issues and no engine smoke compression: psi left cylinder, psi right cylinder - see
photos. She is a super reliable bike, great gas mileage, a great daily commuter and definitely a
head turner. Please contact us if you want a list of everything we did to her! We wanted to pay a
homage to the vintage Suzuki road-race bikes thus the vintage color scheme and styling! She is
a head-turner for sure, folks really love the look of this bike. If you happen to be near us, feel
free to stop by the shop and meet her in person! Notes: 1 The color matched quarter fairing
comes with the bike - we pulled it off for some of the photos so folks can see how she looks
without it, 2 She is for sale locally therefore we must reserve the right to stop the auction if she
happens to sell locally. Our builds have been shipped throughout the US and to several
countries around the world. Several of our customers have come back to us for multiple builds!
We have gone over the bike thoroughly and she is ready to go â€¦ normal maintenance will be
required as is the case for ALL machines, both new and old. Model GS Six speed, cruise
control, windshield, luggage rack, engine guard, recent tune-up, new tires, new spark plugs,
new battery. Model Hayabusa. As they say, it ain't bragging if it's true. So when we claim that
the Suzuki Hayabusa GSXR is the fastest production bike on the planet, we're merely stating the
facts. It is, pure and simple, an engineering masterpiece that turns advanced technology and
aerodynamic design into unmatched performance. But that's not all, in addition to the incredible
performance you get from the Hayabusa, you also get an extra large serving of style. The sleek,
long, low look of the Hayabusa is unique in the motorcycling world and is sure to turn heads
wherever you choose to ride. The Hayabusa's engine performance is incredible, offering
awesome acceleration the instant you twist the throttle, providing performance you have to
experience to truly appreciate. Its secret? Nothing short of Suzuki's most sophisticated
technology. Including digital electronic fuel injection for crisp, instantaneous throttle response.

That kind of performance demands world-class handling, and the Hayabusa delivers. Its solid
chassis was developed using the latest lessons learned on the race track. Experience its
performance and you'll know why it's known as the ultimate sport machine. Model Boulevard C
Extended Warranty Plans Available. We have over units in stock! If you have any questions
please call or email The bike you look at today, and want to think about tonight, before buying it
tomorrow, will be bought today, by someone who looked at it yesterday, and thought about it
last night! Model RMX Model RM-Z It reverberates like thunder and strikes like lightning. It's the
RM-Z, the four-stroke motocross weapon that's been taking the competition apart. The RM-Z has
it all. An incredibly wide and strong powerband that lets you launch out of corners. Optimum
engine braking. Exceptionally easy starting hot or cold. And a lightweight design for precision
handling on the toughest tracks. The RM-Z for it's taking the four-stroke world by storm! For
sale is my newly built Suzuki GS that has been built into cafe racer. It has a lot of new parts and
custom graphics to match original paint on gas tank. All wiring and electronics are hidden
under seat pan. This is a one of a kind head turner. Fresh oil change, filter and spark plugs. This
bike runs great and I have a clean FL title in my name. Call if interested Just inspected. Garage
kept. Saddleman seat, aftermarket Hard Krome Double D pipes, new battery Factory pipes and
original seat included. Runs great, Excellent Condition. Model Boulevard - C50T. With lots of
financing options available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the
link for access to financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of
purchase and peace of mind. Model Gsx-R Silver. The bike rides perfectly, no issues and has 3,
miles on the engine, clean title in hand. Give me a call with any questions. Model GSL. Very nice
GS L I have been restoring it as a brat but need to sell. Bike is sold as is. No warrantee. I picked
it up from someone who started the work and I was finishing. What's been done? Complete
rewiring. New battery. Brat bar. Custom Seat. New clutch cable. New clutch pressure plate. New
chain. Clip on handlebars and bar-end mirror. Not original odometer. Mileage based on current
reading. Clear FL title. Contact me with questions. Huntington Beach, CA. Williamsburg, VA.
Gresham, OR. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Ridgefield, WA. Olmos Park, TX. Cripple Creek, CO.
Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Suzuki Gs Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Suzuki Model Hayabusa. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over
1 Month. Category - Engine 90 ci cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next.
Make Suzuki ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Make Suzuki. Model GS. Any interested parties are welcome to inspect the
motorcycle. The following parts were just purchased and installed on the motorcycle to ensure
rider safety and proper mechanical condition. New Front and Rear Tires and inner tubes
installed by a Suzuki dealer. The servicing also included new spark plugs, air filter, oil, and oil
filter. This gauge was replaced with another identical used gauge which shows approximately
miles, but the actual mileage is as shown in the picture. Additionally, all parts purchased and
installed were Suzuki OEM parts not aftermarket. Note also that the motorcycle is complete
stock with no modifications. My son bought this bike from a friend, and after completing all the
service and part installation decided that he wanted an ATV instead reason for selling. This is a
great beginner bike for someone getting into motorcycle riding. Please contact me with any
questions and I will reply as soon as possible. The motorcycle has a clear Illinois title. Note that
I also am listing locally, so I may end the listing early if sold locally. We have recently completed
this build and are hoping to find the next care-taker. She fires right up as soon as you it the
starter button, runs beautifully, charges nicely, goes through all 6 gears with no issues and no
engine smoke compression: psi left cylinder, psi right cylinder - see photos. She is a super
reliable bike, great gas mileage, a great daily commuter and definitely a head turner. Please
contact us if you want a list of everything we did to her! We wanted to pay a homage to the
vintage Suzuki road-race bikes thus the vintage color scheme and styling! She is a head-turner
for sure, folks really love the look of this bike. If you happen to be near us, feel free to stop by
the shop and meet her in person! Notes: 1 The color matched quarter fairing comes with the
bike - we pulled it off for some of the photos so folks can see how she looks without it, 2 She is
for sale locally therefore we must reserve the right to stop the auction if she happens to sell
locally. Our builds have been shipped throughout the US and to several countries around the
world. Several of our customers have come back to us for multiple builds! We have gone over
the bike thoroughly and she is ready to go â€¦ normal maintenance will be required as is the
case for ALL machines, both new and old. Garage Kept, and includes Manual. Model GS I
inherited this bike and converted it to a cafe style bike. It runs and looks great, has miles and
the obvious conversions shown in the pics. The complete model of this bike is Suzuki GSS.
They made very few of the "S" model so it's a little rare. I've done quite a bit of research on the
bike and I feel this is a very fair price, a little on the low side but fair. It's also always been
stored indoors and was in excellent condition when I got it, very very little rust. Very nice, clean,

reliable cool looking bike. As far as driving distance from a potential buyer I may be able to
deleiver or meet someone half way. Thank you. Six speed, cruise control, windshield, luggage
rack, engine guard, recent tune-up, new tires, new spark plugs, new battery. His loss is your
gain. Bought brand new just this past Spring. Gorgeous bike priced to sell. Basement kept and
in mint condition. Has 3, highway miles on it. Wish I had better pictures for you. Wife says I can
only have one bike and this is the one that has to go. Also very popular with the custom
re-builders! Able to get approx 50mpg at highway speeds - LED running lights yep, it looks
good at night! Full disclosure: bike was laid down a few years ago side slide , but all damage
limited to external stuff only i. No core damage at all. Feel free to ask questions, will tell you all I
know about the bike. I'm the second owner and had it since 16k. This IS a classic and in very
good shape. Since I haven't ridden it much this season, carbs could use either a lot of SeaFoam
or a general rebuild. Model Hayabusa. As they say, it ain't bragging if it's true. So when we claim
that the Suzuki Hayabusa GSXR is the fastest production bike on the planet, we're merely
stating the facts. It is, pure and simple, an engineering masterpiece that turns advanced
technology and aerodynamic design into unmatched performance. But that's not all, in addition
to the incredible performance you get from the Hayabusa, you also get an extra large serving of
style. The sleek, long, low look of the Hayabusa is unique in the motorcycling world and is sure
to turn heads wherever you choose to ride. The Hayabusa's engine performance is incredible,
offering awesome acceleration the instant you twist the throttle, providing performance you
have to experience to truly appreciate. Its secret? Nothing short of Suzuki's most sophisticated
technology. Including digital electronic fuel injection for crisp, instantaneous throttle response.
That kind of performance demands world-class handling, and the Hayabusa delivers. Its solid
chassis was developed using the latest lessons learned on the race track. Experience its
performance and you'll know why it's known as the ultimate sport machine. Model Boulevard C
Extended Warranty Plans Available. We have over units in stock! If you have any questions
please call or email The bike you look at today, and want to think about tonight, before buying it
tomorrow, will be bought today, by someone who looked at it yesterday, and thought about it
last night! Model RMX Model RM-Z It reverberates like thunder and strikes like lightning. It's the
RM-Z, the four-stroke motocross weapon that's been taking the competition apart. The RM-Z has
it all. An incredibly wide and strong powerband that lets you launch out of corners. Optimum
engine braking. Exceptionally easy starting hot or cold. And a lightweight design for precision
handling on the toughest tracks. The RM-Z for it's taking the four-stroke world by storm! For
sale is my newly built Suzuki GS that has been built into cafe racer. It has a lot of new parts and
custom graphics to match original paint on gas tank. All wiring and electronics are hidden
under seat pan. This is a one of a kind head turner. Fresh oil change, filter and spark plugs. This
bike runs great and I have a clean FL title in my name. Call if interested
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Just inspected. Garage kept. Saddleman seat, aftermarket Hard Krome Double D pipes, new
battery Factory pipes and original seat included. Runs great, Excellent Condition. Model
Boulevard - C50T. With lots of financing options available for all types of credit we will do our
best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing. Financing and warranties available
on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind. Rocky Ford, CO. Alamo Heights, TX.
Huntington Beach, CA. Gloucester, VA. Cripple Creek, CO. Lyles, TN. Dix Hills, NY. Alert
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